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IN LAST MONTH’S NEWS LETTER, WE GAVE YOU A VERY HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
OF THE PROPOSALS INCLUDED IN THE RE-RELEASED EXPOSURE DRAFT (ED) ON
REVENUE RECOGNITION, ED 222 REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS.
IN THIS ISSUE WE LOOK AT SOME PRACTICAL ISSUES ARISING FROM THE
PROPOSALS WHICH WILL SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGE SOME ENTITIES’ REVENUE
RECOGNITION POLICIES.
ED 222 works on the basis of a five step revenue recognition process as follows:
STEP ONE:

STEP TWO:

STEP THREE:

STEP FOUR:

STEP FIVE:

Identify the
contract

Identify
separate
performance
obligations

Determine
transaction
price

Allocate
transaction
price to
performance
obligations

Recognise
revenue
when each
performance
obligation
satisfied

In this month’s newsletter, we highlight
some anticipated impacts of the IASB’s
revised revenue proposals that were
released last month (ED 222 in Australia)
and continue our series on ten ways
to materially misstate your financial
statements. We also look at releases by the
IASB to defer the application date for IFRS
9 and the amendments to the offsetting
requirements for financial instruments, as
well as Treasury’s proposals to ‘fix’ some
of the problems that have arisen with
dividend payments, parent entity financial
statements and changing year ends as a
result of the Corporations Amendment
(Corporate Reporting Reform) Act 2011.
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Whilst the proposals have stepped back from some of the more
contentious issues proposed in the original ED, readers would be wrong
to think that the new revenue rules are ‘business as usual’. The proposed
five step approach as to when to recognise revenue is fundamentally
more complicated than the approach currently applied under AASB 111
or 118, although in many cases, the revenue recognised and the timing of
this revenue will be the same. However, in a number of cases the amount
of revenue recognised and the timing of such revenue will be different.

on to say that the contract contains two performance obligations; the
sale of the product, and provision of free training.
Integrated asset
Many responses to the original ED were made by constituents currently
applying AASB 111 Construction Contracts or those entities performing
service type arrangements using a percentage of completion basis for
revenue recognition.

A significant issue raised by respondents to the original ED was that
for many contracts, the requirement to determine all performance
It is impossible to make a general prediction as to whether the proposals obligations was very likely impossible. For example, a builder is to
will accelerate or defer revenue compared to current practice. This can
construct a house on the purchaser’s land. Taken to its extreme, the
only be determined by looking at the exact fact pattern. However it is
separate performance obligations included supply of goods broken down
reasonable to predict that:
into bricks, mortar, electrical components, roofing material and the
• For a number of entities, timing of revenue will be different
supply of services such as design of the building, laying bricks, wiring the
• For some entities, revenue recognised will be less than under AASB 111 house, constructing the roof, rendering of walls etc.
and 118
In order to alleviate this impractical requirement, the concepts of ‘highly
• For most entities, reported gross margin will be less
integrated’ and ‘significantly modified’ have been introduced.
• For most entities, considerable effort will be required to access the
A good or service in a bundle of promised goods or services is not distinct
impact of the changes
• In certain industries, business practices and contracts will have to be and, therefore, the bundle is accounted for as a single performance
obligation if both of the following criteria are met:
revised
• Disclosures will increase significantly
• When implemented, the new revenue standard will alter the timing
and quantum of profit, and this must be planned for.
Planning for implementation
As noted above, the new five step approach will, in a number of cases,
both change the quantum and timing of reported revenue. The standard
will also impact reported gross profit. These changes will have a direct
knock on effect for:
• Bonus schemes
• Bank covenants
• Dividends
• Stakeholder expectations.

(a) Goods or services in the bundle are highly interrelated and
transferring them to the customer requires that the entity also provide
a significant service of integrating the goods or services into the
combined item(s) for which the customer has contracted, and
(b) Bundle of goods or services is significantly modified or customised to
fulfil the contract.
Thus, in the case of the house example, the supply of a completed house is an
integrated product/supply and would be viewed as one performance condition.

This new concept may significantly change revenue recognition for
software companies, which may sell both a generic licence and then
bespoke the software to meet a customer’s needs. This proposal
would mean that the selling of the software licence was not a separate
Having determined the impact of the changes, you will be faced with two performance condition.
choices:
Transfer of control principle and alternative use asset
Following on from Interpretation 15 Agreements for the Construction of
1. Changing your business model
Real Estate, the original proposals introduced very strict rules for transfer
2. Ensuring you manage the impact of the expected changes.
of control. Thus, if an entity was constructing an aeroplane, ship , oil rig
etc. on its own premises, then it was prohibited from recognising revenue
Key new terms / principles contained in the ED compared with
until the product was delivered to the customer. This was regardless
current practice
of the payment pattern of the sales contract, or how specialised the
The proposal introduces some key terms and principles that are
completely new to the current revenue recognition model. These include: asset was and potentially resulted in significant deferral of revenue for
those undertaking long term construction work at a site other than the
• Performance obligation
customer’s premises.
• Integrated asset
• Transfer of control
• Alternative use asset
Performance obligation
Step two of the revenue recognition process is to ‘identify the separate
performance obligations in the contract’.

Another issue was how this transfer of control principle applied to
providing services e.g. an audit. Under the original proposals included
in the ED, there was a strong argument that an audit firm such as BDO
could only recognise revenue when the final audit report was delivered,
irrespective of the billing patterns.

This issue has been resolved by introducing the alternative use principle.
Entities must consider at contract inception the effects of contractual
and practical limitations on the entity’s ability to readily direct the
The ED proposes that a performance obligation liability and corresponding promised asset to another customer. A promised asset would not have an
alternative use to an entity if the entity is unable, either contractually or
asset is recognised when an entity enters into a non-cancellable supply
practically, to readily direct the asset to another customer.
contract and payment has either been received or is due. This may well
require significant changes to systems, whereby a liability is recognised
For example, an asset would have an alternative use to an entity if the
before goods or services have been delivered to the customer.
asset is largely interchangeable with other assets that the entity could
A performance obligation is defined as ‘a promise in a contract with a
customer to transfer a good or service to the customer’.

transfer to the customer without breaching the contract, and without
incurring significant costs that otherwise would not have been incurred
in relation to that contract. Conversely, the asset would not have an
alternative use if the contract has substantive terms that preclude the
entity from directing the asset to another customer, or if the entity would
incur significant costs (for example, costs to rework the asset) to direct
For example, the ED discusses the situation where a product is sold with a the asset to another customer.
free warranty, with the condition of the warranty being that the customer
attend free training on how to maintain the product. The example goes
Although, as discussed below, the introduction of the integrated asset
principle has significantly reduced the number of individual performance
obligations which have to be accounted for, it is still likely that significant
effort will be required to identify performance obligations in bundled
products.
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This alternative use principle is key when applying the transfer of control
principle and determining if the performance obligation is satisfied over
time or not.

RECOGNISING REVENUE OVERTIME FLOWCHART
Does the entity’s performance
create or enhance an asset that
the customer controls as the
asset is created?

In the example of recognising revenue for audit services, revenue could
only be recognised if the terms of engagement stated that the client was
liable for payment as the audit progressed.

YES

Impacts of the proposals
Reduced revenue, delayed revenue and reduced gross margins
Although the impacts of the proposals will very much depend upon
facts and circumstances, particularly in respect of determining how
many performance obligations need to be split out and the estimation
of the splitting of revenue across multiple performance obligations, the
proposals do contain changes from current practice which definitely
impact revenue recognition and reported gross profit. These include:
• Not recognising revenue for establishment costs
• Not recognising margin on purchased goods within an installation
project
• Recognising bad debt losses as part of gross margin.

NO

RECOGNISE WHEN ASSET DELIVERED

YES

Does the entity’s performance
create an asset with an
alternative use to the entity?

NO

YES

NO
Would another entity need to
substantially re-perform the
work the entity has completed
to date if that other entity
were to fulfill the remaining
obligation to the customer?

RECOGNISE OVER TIME

Does the customer
simultaneously receive and
consume the benefits of the
entity’s performance as the
entity performs?

NO

Not recognising revenue for establishment costs
It is very common for outsourcing companies to incur large establishment
costs prior to them performing the outsourcing contract. These costs may
well be fully or partially reimbursed by the customer in advance of the
outsourcing contract commencing.
Under current practice, a number of entities would recognise these
‘reimbursements’ as revenue, usually by recognising revenue on a
percentage of completion basis, with the percentage being determined
using costs incurred, or by determining that establishment was a different
performance condition from the ongoing outsource.
The ED argues that the customer is not receiving either a good or a
service through set up, and that revenue should not be recognised during
this phase.

NO

YES
Does the entity have a right
to payment for performance
completed to date and expects
to fulfill the contract as
promised?

In many residential property transactions, the purchaser only stands
to lose their deposit should they fail to go ahead with the purchase. In
this case, revenue in respect of residential property would still only be
recognised when legal title passes.

YES

In terms of recognising revenue over time when performing an audit or
selling residential property, the key requirement is:

“Does the entity have a right
to payment for performance
completed to date and expects to
fulfil the contract as promised?”

Not recognising margin on purchased goods within an installation
project
In a number of large construction projects, there well may be the
purchase of high value, third party items which are effectively installed as
part of the construction, e.g. turbines and generators in the construction
of a power plant. In many cases, these large purchases occur at the outset
or close to the outset of the construction project. Again, under current
practice using the percentage of completion method based on costs
incurred, such contracts usually result in front loaded revenue and profit,
reflecting the front loading of the costs.
The ED proposes that in such cases, no margin should be recognised on
the purchased third party goods.
Recognising bad debt losses as part of gross margin
A controversial element of the original ED was that revenue should be
shown net of anticipated credit losses. This proposal has been modified
in that revenue is to be recognised without credit losses being deducted,
but the credit loss expense is to be shown ‘adjacent’ to revenue, and
hence will decrease reported gross profit as bad debt expense is currently
typically taken as an administration expense.
Conclusion
Responses to the ED are due with the Australian Accounting Standards
Board by 9 February 2012 and the International Accounting Standards
Board by 13 March 2012. We will be continuing to assess its practical
impact for clients and industries.
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IFRS 9
MANDATORY
EFFECTIVE
DATE
DEFERRED TO
1 JANUARY
2015
The International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) last week announced
amendments to IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
which defers the mandatory effective date
from 1 January 2013 to 1 January 2015 so
that all phases of the financial instruments
project (i.e. classification and measurement,
hedging and impairment) have the same
mandatory effective date. IFRS 9 can still be
applied early.
Previously, the relief from having to
restate comparatives was only available to
companies that applied IFRS 9 prior to 2012.
The amendments also extend this relief to
entities applying IFRS 9 prior to 1 January
2013, provided that certain additional
disclosures are provided.

TEN WAYS TO MATERIALLY
MISSTATE YOUR FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS…THE BLIND
FREDDY PROPOSITION
CONTINUED - PART 3
CONTINUING OUR SERIES OF HOW TO MATERIALLY MISSTATE YOUR FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS, IN THIS MONTH’S ARTICLE WE LOOK AT COMMON ERRORS IN
MISAPPLYING AASB 2 SHARE-BASED PAYMENT.
Material misstatement can arise because of the sheer quantum of the error and through the
transaction being with a key management person (KMP) or related party.
Common areas for misstatement include:
• Missing that the award is cash-settled rather than equity-settled
• Missing the embedded option in a limited recourse loan arrangement when lending money for
directors to subscribe for shares
• Missing an embedded share-based payment in a convertible note
• Missing shares given to executives by owners
• Share arrangements with directors of local subsidiaries
• ‘Backdoor listings’ into a shell
• Deferred consideration in a business combination that requires continued service.

IASB CLARIFIES
OFFSETTING
REQUIREMENTS
FOR FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS

As can be seen from the above, the title of the series ‘Ten ways to materially misstate your financial
statements,’ is optimistic when there are so many ways to make errors on just share-based
payment (SBP) transactions.

The IASB last week also released amendments
to IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation
that clarify the offsetting requirements for
financial instruments. Additional guidance
paragraphs AG38A – AG38F have been added
to IAS 32 to clarify:
• What the requirement in paragraph 42(a) to
currently have a legally enforceable right of
set-off means, and
• That some gross settlement systems may be
considered equivalent to net settlements.

Example
On 1 January 2011, the managing director in Hopeful Pty Ltd (Hopeful), a family owned business,
is awarded 1,000 shares which represents 10% of Hopeful’s share capital. On the date of issue,
Hopeful is valued at $1million, the shares are incorrectly classified as equity-settled and a SBP
expense of $100,000 is recognised.

At the same time, the IASB and the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued
common disclosure requirements to help users
of financial statements assess the effect or
potential effect of offsetting arrangements on
an entity’s financial position.

This clause causes this transaction to be a cash-settled SBP which should see the outstanding
liability fair valued at the end of each reporting period. Therefore, in this example, the share-based
payment expense should be $200,000, not $100,000.

More on this in Accounting News, February 2012.
The amendments are effective for periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2014 and must
be applied retrospectively.

Missing that the award is cash-settled rather than equity-settled
AASB 2 distinguishes how to measure share-based payments that are settled in equity compared
with those share-based payments that are ultimately settled in cash, with equity-settled SBPs
having their value ‘fixed’ at the fair value of the instrument at the grant date, whilst cash-settled
SBPs effectively create a liability which is fair valued at each reporting date until the liability is
ultimately settled in cash. Thus, where the share price increases over time, misclassification can
result in a material misstatement.

At 30 June 2011, the value of Hopeful has risen to $2million. The majority owners of Hopeful, whilst
happy to have the MD as a shareholder of the company, do not want ‘outside investors’ other than
the MD. The MD, although very pleased to have an equity stake, is concerned that because the
company is not listed, he will not be able to convert his shares into cash when he retires or if he is
retrenched. For this reason, the shares are issued with the condition that the company will buy the
shares back on the MD’s retirement, retrenchment or death.

Missing the embedded option in a limited recourse loan arrangement when lending money for
directors to subscribe for shares
Before the introduction of IFRS in Australia, it was very common for limited recourse loans to be
issued to directors to buy shares in their company. Typically, the shares were issued to the directors
but kept in trust until the loan had been paid. The loan was limited recourse, i.e. it was secured
against the shares issued to the director, hence if the shares fell in value, the director would not
settle the loan and the company would eliminate the shares against the ‘forgiveness/settlement’ of
the liability.
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Example
Director A ‘buys’ $1,000,000 of shares at $1 each, using a $1,000,000
limited recourse loan. Loan can be settled at anytime at the director’s
choosing. If Director A leaves, the loan has to be settled or the shares will
be forgiven. Value of the implicit conversion feature is $200,000.
The incorrect accounting is as follows:
Dr Receivable
$1,000,000
Cr Liability
$1,000,000
The correct entry is:
Dr SBP expense
$200,000
Cr SBP reserve
$200,000
Only when the liability is settled will equity be recorded, i.e.:
Dr Cash 		
$1,000,000
CR Equity
$1,000,000
Missing an embedded share-based payment in a convertible note
It is relatively easy to embed a share-based payment into a convertible
note issued to an executive or director.

Share arrangements with directors of local subsidiaries
It is relatively common for entities to try and give key executives ‘an
equity stake’, particularly where they are establishing new overseas
operations and hiring local executives.
Example
Australia Ltd establishes a subsidiary in Fiji with 100 $1 shares. Australia
Ltd subscribes for 90 of the 100 shares, and the new local MD subscribes
for the remaining 10. All of the business is transferred in by Australia
Ltd and funding is provided by Australia Ltd by way of direct loans and
guarantees given to local banks. Should the MD leave on any terms other
than being a ‘bad leaver’, Australia Ltd will buy his shareholding from him
at fair value.
Again this is a cash-settled share-based payment, and the movement
in the fair value of the liability in respect of the 10 shares goes to the
income statement.

Example
Managing director subscribes for 1,000,000, $1 convertible notes. Each
note converts into 10 shares on maturity and the note pays a coupon of
15 %. The market borrowing rate for the company is 15 % without the
conversion feature.

‘Backdoor listings’ into a shell
It is very common for a trading subsidiary to obtain a listing through
a backdoor listing, rather than an IPO, whereby the listed shell issues
shares to ‘buy’ the trading company. In many cases, the shell only has
cash. It has no employees, no assets, no intellectual property etc. In this
case it is NOT a business and therefore this transaction is NOT within the
scope of AASB 3 Business Combinations. It is, however, within the scope
of AASB 2.

Many people misread the requirements of AASB 132 and whilst correctly
identifying the instrument as a compound financial instrument, they
then incorrectly determine the liability element of the instrument, which,
in this case, is $1,000,000, deduct that from the cash received, and
conclude that the instrument has no equity component.

In many instances, this transaction is wrongly accounted for as a reverse
acquisition under AASB 3, which creates goodwill in respect of the
shell. The correct accounting is to treat this as a share-based payment,
expensing the proportion of equity given up by the shareholders of the
legal subsidiary in order to achieve a listing.

The correct requirements are as follows:

Deferred consideration in a business combination that requires
continued service
When a listed entity acquires a profit-making company, it is very
common for the purchase consideration to comprise shares in the listed
purchaser and for deferred payment arrangements to be in place in order
to encourage the vendor to stay on in the business. Such arrangements
are share-based payments for service and are NOT deferred
consideration.

1. Determine the fair value of the instrument as a whole
2. Determine the fair value of the liability component
3. Deduct the liability component from the fair value of the instrument.
In this case, the fair value of the instrument is more than $1million as it
is both paying a market coupon and contains an embedded share option.
This share option is a SBP and should be accounted for as such.
Missing shares given to executives by owners
A common error in applying AASB 2 is to exclude shares given to
employees or directors directly by the owner for their services to the
entity. Although the shares are not directly issued by the entity, they are
still SBPs for services received by the company.
Example
Company A is 100 % owned by Mr Big, who owns 100 shares in Company
A. Mr Big gives the managing director 1 share. FV of Company A is $1
million.
The entry is:
Dr SBP Expense
Cr Equity		

$10,000
$10,000

Example
Listed Company A acquires private Company B from Mr Small, the owner
manager of Company B.
Consideration is $1,000,000 on acquisition date and a variable amount
of Company A’s shares (between $500,000 and $5million ) in three year’s
time on condition that Company B meets certain profit targets AND
Mr Small remains on as Managing Director. At the date of acquisition,
it is estimated that the contingent settlement will be $3million. The
Managing Director is to be paid a market salary throughout the period.
The incorrect entry treating this as deferred consideration is:
Dr Goodwill
$3,000,000
Cr Liability
$3,000,000
Instead, the entries should be as follows in each of years 1, 2 and 3:
Dr SBP expense
$1million
Cr Equity		
$1million
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO DIVIDEND RULES
TREASURY HAVE RELEASED A DISCUSSION PAPER WHICH IS SEEKING COMMENTS BY 30 JANUARY 2012 ON VARIOUS
PROPOSALS TO ‘FIX’ MANY OF THE PRACTICAL PROBLEMS THAT HAVE ARISEN SINCE THE CORPORATIONS AMENDMENT
(CORPORATE REPORTING REFORM) ACT 2011 BECAME OPERATIVE IN JUNE 2010.

The Discussion Paper includes proposals on:
• Dividend test – s254T
• Parent entity financial statements
• Changing financial years under s323D(2A).
Dividend test – s254T
The new dividend test in s254T requires that assets exceed liabilities
(determined in accordance with Accounting Standards) before and after
the dividend is paid. Stakeholders have raised the following concerns
about the new dividends test:
• It places an unreasonable burden upon small proprietary companies
and entities preparing special purpose financial statements that are
not ordinarily required to apply the recognition and measurement
requirements of Accounting Standards.
• The test can have little relationship to solvency because it does not
take into account the timing and magnitude of flows of funds.
The Discussion Paper proposes four alternatives:
1. Retain s254T as currently drafted – Small proprietary companies
and non-reporting entities need to apply Accounting Standards to
determine whether they are a large or small proprietary company
under s45A anyway.
2.

3.

4.

Adopting a solvency test along the line of the New Zealand
model –The ‘assets test’ is retained but instead of having to apply
all Accounting Standards, entities can refer to their most recent
financial statements prepared in accordance with s295 (which
could be general purpose or special purpose), or otherwise to their
financial records kept under s286.
Reinstating the former ‘profits test’ – This would assist companies
not required to prepare financial statements who would be able to
use information prepared for tax purposes, but it would perpetuate
the problem of having to rely on legal interpretations of what is
meant by ‘profit’.
Two choices – ‘profits test’ or the ‘assets test’, except that for the
‘assets test’, the company would have to apply all Accounting
Standards if it is required to prepare financial statements under
the Corporations Act. If not, the company can use the financial
records required to be kept under s286. It appears that under this
option, non-reporting entities preparing special purpose financial
statements for Corporations Act purposes would still be required
to apply all the recognition and measurement requirements of
Accounting Standards before they can pay a dividend.

The Discussion Paper is also seeking comment on:
• Whether ‘declared’ should continue to be used in s254T, or whether it
should change to be ‘determined’ in line with the terminology used in
s254U and most company constitutions.
• Whether the law needs to be amended to clarify that paying a
dividend out of capital is a circumstance where a reduction in capital
under s256B(1) is ‘otherwise authorised by law’.
Parent entity financial statements
Groups that are reporting entities required to produce general purpose
financial statements under s295(2) (as redrafted in June 2010) are only
allowed to present consolidated financial statements. This means that
presenting parent entity financial statements alongside the consolidated
financial statements is no longer permitted, however, additional parent
entity information is required by Regulation 2M.3.01 in the notes to the
financial statements.
CO 10/654 Inclusion of parent entity financial statements in financial
reports was therefore issued in July 2010 as an interim measure to allow
entities that prepared consolidated financial statements to include the
parent entity if they so wished.
This discussion paper is seeking comment on whether the wording of
s295(2) should be changed to once again permit parent entity financial
statements to be included alongside consolidated financial statements.
Changing financial years under s323D(2A)
S323D(2A) was introduced in June 2010 to facilitate a change of a
company’s year end by allowing a company to have a financial year
after its first year to last for a period of less than 12 months. This is only
possible if none of the previous five financial years have been less than 12
months duration.
This is inconsistent with s323D(2) which allows directors to determine
that a financial year is to be shorter or longer than 12 months by not
more than seven days.
The Discussion Paper proposes that the inconsistency be corrected by
amending subsection 323D(2A) to allow a financial year of less than 12
months if the length of each of the last five financial years has not been
varied by more than plus/minus seven days (as permitted by s323D(2)).
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

COMMENTS SOUGHT ON
EXPOSURE DRAFTS

NSW/ACT

At BDO, we provide comments locally to the AASB and internationally to the IASB. We welcome
any client comments. If you like to provide any comments please contact Wayne Basford.
COMMENTS DUE
TO AASB BY

DOCUMENT

PROPOSALS

ED 220 Investment
Entities

Proposes that ‘investment entities’ 30 November 2011
be required to measure all their
investments in controlled entities
at fair value through profit or loss
under AASB 9 Financial Instruments
instead of consolidating them under
AASB 10. Also proposes additional
disclosures for investment entities.

COMMENTS DUE
TO IASB BY
5 January 2012

NORTH QUEENSLAND
GREG MITCHELL
Tel +61 7 4046 0044
greg.mitchell@bdo.com.au
NORTHERN TERRITORY
CASMEL TAZIWA
Tel +61 8 8981 7066
casmel.taziwa@bdo.com.au

ED 221 Government Loans Proposes that first-time adopters
5 December 2011
(proposed amendments to of IFRSs only need to apply
AASB 1)
the requirement in AASB 120
Accounting for Government Grants
and Disclosure of Government
Assistance to measure below-market
rate of interest loans at fair value at
initial recognition prospectively to
loans entered into on or after the
date of transition to IFRSs.

5 January 2012

ED 214 Extending Related
Party Disclosures to the
Not-for Profit Public
Sector

Proposes to extend application of
AASB 124 to not-for-profit public
sector entities and to permit Tier 2
not-for-profit public sector entities
to apply the reduced disclosure
requirements of AASB 124.

NA

ED 222 Revenues from
Contracts with Customers

Updates the original proposals in ED 9 February 2012
198 Revenues from Contracts with
Customers whose comment period
closed in October 2010.

13 March 2012

Tier 2 Supplement to
ED 222 Revenue from
Contracts with Customers

Proposes various disclosure
exemptions relating to revenues
from contracts with customers
proposed in ED 222.

NA

ED 223 Superannuation
Entities

Proposes to replace AAS 25 Financial 30 April 2012
Reporting by Superannuation Plans.
Aligns the reporting requirements
of superannuation entities with
other entities applying Australian
Accounting Standards.

31 January 2012

SIMON COULTON
Tel +61 2 9286 5662
simon.coulton@bdo.com.au

QUEENSLAND
TIM KENDALL
Tel +61 7 3237 5948
timothy.kendall@bdo.com.au
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
PAUL GOSNOLD
Tel +61 8 8224 5264
paul.gosnold@bdo.com.au
TASMANIA
CRAIG STEPHENS
Tel +61 3 6324 2499
craig.stephens@bdo.com.au

9 February 2012

VICTORIA
MATTHEW HINGELEY
Tel +61 3 8320 2168
matthew.hingeley@bdo.com.au
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

NA

BRAD MCVEIGH
Tel +61 8 6382 4670
brad.mcveigh@bdo.com.au
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